
Making a Sliding Mitre Shed for a Table Saw 

Material 

MDF – 16mm for the table top and 12mm for the shed.  Using 16mm for both reduces the 
depth of available cut from the blade. 

Mitre Track 

Mitre/Jig Bar 450mm – anodised (product CYH-987 or KR-KMS7303 30 Jig & Fixture Bar 
from Carbatec) 

Videos to watch before your start and in this order are: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtwK9X8o1Gw  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE9f4bp_wm8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCFgyYYjJeg  

 

NOTE:  I used my old Triton Mk 2 saw bench purchased in 1979 for this project and so the 
first job was to replace the existing top which didn’t have mitre tracks with and MDF top with 
mitre tracks inserted. 

New Top 

1.  
2. Cut MDF to size for shed with overhang to left 

so clamps can be used. 
3. Router parallel slots to take the mitre track, 

location not critical but wide enough for 
stability of the shed. 
NOTE: THE SLOTS MUST BE PARALLEL 
TO THE SAW SLOT YOU CUT IN THE MDF. 

4. Fix the MDF to the saw table. 
5. Fit the blade you will use to the saw. 
6. Lower the blade below the table surface.  
7. Turn the saw on and carefully raise the blade 

to cut a slot in the MDF. 

 

 



Cross-Cut Sled 

The sled should be wide enough for the size of the material that could to cut with the sled but 
suggest it is wider than the table top so clamps can be used while operating the shed 
especially for mitre bar. 

I suggest you just follow “The Wood Whisperer” video at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE9f4bp_wm8 to make a cross-cut sled and/or use what 
suits you from Nick Ferry’s video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtwK9X8o1Gw  

Note: I used Mitre/Jig Bar 450mm – anodised (product CYH-987 or 
KR-KMS7303 30 Jig & Fixture Bar from Carbatec) for the runners 
instead of hardwood as these have adjustable rubber stops to 
ensure a snug fit. 

 

Using a bolt to peg a parallel board near the blade groove as a 
pivot point for the mitre 

 

Use a mitre gauge to set the board as close to the cut angle 
as possible, eg 15 deg for a 12 segmented layer.  Clamp the 
end. 

Cut 12 pieces and check for gaps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adjust the clamped end of the board and repeat until there are no gaps.  Then drill and peg 
this setting. 

Repeat for other desired segmented sizes. 

 

 


